■9(x) = I -*(y)dp(y).
J ext K Let D be the closed unit disc in the complex plane and let C(D) be the space of continuous complex-valued functions on D, with the usual sup norm. If U is the closed unit ball of C(D), a special case of a result of Phelps [l] is that U is the closed convex hull of ext U; in view of this, the following example seems of interest:
Theorem. Let fin U be defined by f(z) =z. Then f is not representable in U.
Proof.
Let B= {zED: \z\ =1}; let {zn} be a sequence dense in B. Define linear functionals "&" on C(D) by ^"(g) =g(zn). Assume that p is a measure which represents/; then for each n we have z" = *"(/) = I *n(g)dp(g) = J g(zn)dp(g).
Multiplying by z^1, we have (*) i = r z~\(zn)dp(g).
for all g in U; since p is a probability measure, it follows easily from equation (*) that Un= {gGext U: zn1g(zn)7,£l} has tx-measure 0. Hence ju(U,T=i Un)=0; it then follows that there is h in ext U such that h(zn) =s" for all n. Since h is continuous and {zn} is dense in 73, it follows that h(z) =z for all z in B; since h is in ext U, | h(z) \ = 1 for all z in D. Since B is not a retract of D we have a contradiction and the proof is complete. The object of this note is to prove the following theorem which may be interpreted as stating that sums of independent and identically distributed random variables do not oscillate too violently.
Theorem. Let {Xk: k^l} be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables and let 5"=^J_1Xt.
The series (Sn>0) is convergent. For the case l>0 and Z'>0 we proceed differently. £)n-i ( -l)nn"1 is convergent and thus it suffices to prove i: i p(sn > o) -p(sn+i > o) i < oo.
n=l However this last sum is bounded by £n»i {P(5">0, 5"+i^0) +P(Sn^0, 5"+i>0)}. Since />0 and l'>0 it follows by a standard
